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ABSTRACT Electroselection processes of charge recombination are manifested in the study of electric field induced polarized
emission from photosynthetic membrane vesicles. The study explores the coupled spatial-temporal characteristics of electric field
induced charge recombination by examining the dependence of the integrated polarized emission and the time dependent
polarization on electric field strength. The experimental results were fitted to theoretical models by computer simulations employing
empirical parameters. Simulation of the dependence of the integrated polarized components of emission on electric field strength,
suggests field-dependent increased ratio between radiative and nonradiative rates of charge recombination. The observation that
the initial polarization values are independent of electric field strength supports the assumption that electric field induced emission
originates from the pole area and then spreads away from it towards the equator. The propagation rate of this electric field induced
charge recombination from the pole area towards the equator is reflected by the decay of polarization which increases upon raising
the electric field strength. Simulation of the polarization's decay, based on a calculated angle of 26.3 + 0.40 between the transition
moment of emission and the plane of the membrane, establishes coupled temporal spatial patterns of electroselection in
intramembrane electron transfer invoked by exposing preilluminated photosynthetic vesicles to a homogeneous electric field.

INTRODUCTION

Electrophotoluminescence (EPL) is observed when ex-
posing preilluminated photosynthetic vesicles to exter-
nal electric fields. Since the discovery of EPL (Arnold
and Azzi, 1971) its study was used to probe, on the one
hand, the photosynthetic apparatus and, on the other
hand, to explore the mode of interaction of an external
electric field with a vesicular membrane. Thus, by
examining EPL, two independent electrophotolumines-
cence signals could be associated with photosystem I (PS
I) and phtosystem II (PS II) (Symons et al., 1984;
Symons et al., 1985; Vos and van Gorkom, 1988). The
study of EPL revealed some thermodynamic features of
electron transport in PS I and PS II (van Gorkom et al.,
1986; Vos and Van Gorkom, 1988, 1990) and established
the electrophoretic and diffusional mobilities of PS I in
the photosynthetic membrane (Brumfeld et al., 1989).
By using the EPL as an intrinsic voltage-sensitive optical
probe, the electrical properties of the photosynthetic
membrane were examined (Farkas et al., 1984), electro-
poration characteristics of the photosynthetic mem-
brane were explored (Farkas et al., 1984a; Korenstein et
al., 1984; Rosemberg and Korenstein, 1990a), and iono-
phore mediated ion transport was studied (Farkas et al.,
1982; Rosemberg and Korenstein, 1990b).
The EPL phenomenon is explained by an electric field
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induced enhancement of charge recombination which
leads to the creation of the singlet excited state of the
specified chlorophyll pair of the primary electron donor.
The excited primary donor may emit or lead to the
creation of a singlet excited state in the pigment antenna
system by energy transfer. These excited states are the
emitters of EPL. Preillumination of a suspension of
swollen. thylakoid spherical vesicles leads to radially
symmetrical vectorial charge separation (i.e., across the
membrane, along the radius vector to a point on the
membrane) in the protein complexes of the photosys-
tems that are assumed to be homogeneously distributed
in the vesicular membrane (scheme 1). Exposure of the
preilluminated vesicles to a homogeneous external elec-
tric field leads to the induction of a local electric field in
the membrane. The induced local electric field (Em) in
the membrane, upon exposure to an external electric
field, has been calculated for spherical vesicles by solving
Laplace's equation with the appropriate boundary condi-
tions (Farkas et al., 1984; Ehrenberg et al., 1987). For
the particular case where the specific conductivities of
the inner and outer media, (Xi and X0, respectively) are

equal and where the vesicle's radius (R) is much bigger
than membrane thickness (d), the expression for the
time dependent induced electric field (Em) at a point in
the membrane is given by:

3(RId) cos6E2oE = 2(1 - ((1)m 2 + 3(R/d) * (xm/,\o)
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where Eex is the externally applied electric field intensity
switched on at time zero, km is the specific conductivity
of the membrane, Cm is the specific capacitance of the
membrane, and 0 is the angle between the applied
electric field direction and the radius vector of the
vesicle to a certain point in the membrane where a local
electric field is induced. Hence, the membranal electric
field increases from zero to a steady value, which is
dependent on the azimuthal angle 0, with a time
constant of 2X0/3CmR. Considering also that km <<«.
one obtains the following simplified approximate expres-

sion for the steady-state electric field which is induced in
the membrane:

Em = 3/2(R/d) * Eex * cosO. (2)

Thus, exposure of a membrane vesicle to a homoge-
neous external electric field will lead to the induction of
a nonhomogeneous electric field in the membrane,
having an angular dependence. This angular depen-
dence of the induced electric field has been demon-
strated previously (Gross et al., 1986; Ehrenberg et al.,
1987; Kinoshita et al., 1988, Hibino et al., 1991). The
induced electric field in the membrane is parallel to the
photo-induced charge separation in the hemisphere
facing the cathode and antiparallel to the photo-induced
charge separation in the other hemisphere facing the
anode (scheme 1). Therefore, whereas stabilization of
charge separation is induced in the hemisphere facing
the anode, destabilization of the charge separation is
induced in the hemisphere facing the cathode, leading to
the induction of increased charge recombination in this
hemisphere. This causes an enhanced electric field
stimulation of luminescence (EPL) only from one hemi-
sphere. This situation leads to a spatial selection of
charge recombination, where recombination is induced
only in those locations in the membrane where the light
induced electric dipole has a component parallel to the
induced electric field.
An additional constraint for charge recombination is

reflected in the lag time of EPL appearance (Farkas et
al., 1984). The lag time was attributed to the time
needed to charge the membrane to an apparent thresh-
old level of transmembrane potential difference ( - 240
mV), above which the EPL signal is detectable (Farkas
et al., 1984). Since the EPL is time dependent and the
time to reach a threshold for emission is dependent on

electric field strength, the emission from different loca-
tions in the vesicular photosynthetic membrane is ex-

pected to occur at different times. Such a situation
where a spatial-temporal selection of charge recombina-
tion is observed, may be attributed to a process of
electroselection. Electroselection is a term previously
coined by us (Farkas et al., 1980) to qualitatively explain

the polarized emission of EPL. A more general defini-
tion of electroselection is its definition as a process that
leads to the selection of a subset of induced chemical
reactions, out of a large set of precursors for chemical
reactions, according to the direction and amplitude of
the local induced electric field. This notion of electrose-
lection shares common features with the known photo-
selection process, where exposure of a randomly ori-
ented set of molecules to a polarized light leads to the
absorption of light only by the subset of molecules that
have a component of their transition moment parallel to
the electric vector of the polarized light.

This study presents a quantitative approach towards
understanding the spatial and temporal electroselection
patterns that govern the dependence of the EPL charac-
teristics on electric field strength.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials
Broken chloroplasts were prepared from spinach, pea, or tobacco
according to Avron (1960). The broken chloroplasts were stored at
-1800C in order to preserve their photosynthetic activity for a long
period (Farkas and Malkin, 1979). In every set of experiments the
concentrated thylakoids were thawed at room temperature and then
incubated at 50°C for 3 min (heat activation) in order to deplete the
thylakoids from most of their photosystem II related EPL activity,
which depends less steeply on electric field strength (Symons et al.,
1984), while preserving the photosystem I related activity (Symons et
al., 1985). After heat inactivation the thylakoids were resuspended
under hypotonic conditions. The concentration of the stored stock of
broken thylakoids was 7 mg/ml, and they were diluted 300-fold in 5
mM MES-NaOH buffer pH 5.5 ( - 8 x 106 vesicles/ml). After 15 min
at room temperature they were kept on ice. The swelling process,
resulting from the hypotonic dilution, yields spherical vesicles known
as "blebs." These vesicles, composed of a single membrane with
occasional patches on it, have a size distribution of radii of 1-10 ,um,
with an average radius of 4 ,um. The size distribution was determined
by microscopic visualization. In order to further quench EPL related to
photosystem II (PSII) and obtain EPL, which is associated mostly with
photosystem I (PS I), the experiments were carried out in the presence
of 50 FtM tetraphenyl boron (TPB) (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis,
MO), which was shown to abolish photosystem II associated EPL (Vos
and van Gorkom, 1988). Alternative, we have also measured the
difference of EPL in the absence and presence of 10 p,M methyl
viologen (Sigma Chemical Co.). Methyl viologen was shown to abolish
photosystem I associated EPL (Symons et al., 1984, 1985, 1988).

Electrophotoluminescence studies
The experimental set-up for EPL measurements was described else-
where (Farkas et al., 1984). The experiment was initiated by preillumi-
nation, for 120 ms. with a light projector. The light was filtered by a
4-96 glass filter (Corning Glass Works, Corning, NY) limiting the
exciting wavelength range to - 400-600 nm. After a dark time of 20 ms
an external electric field pulse was applied. The electric field pulse was
delivered by a high voltage pulse generator (Velonex model 360; Santa
Clara, CA), capable of delivering voltage pulses of 200-2,500 V. The
applied voltage pulse shape, intensity, and kinetics were monitored by
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the use of either a high voltage probe (model P6015; Tektronix Inc.,
Beaverton, OR) or by a pulse current transformer (model 411; Pearson
Electronics, Palo Alto, CA). The electric field induced luminescence
was filtered by a RG 665 cut-off filter (Schott Glass Technologies Inc.,
Duryea, PA), KS-DEM (Kasemann, Oberaudorf) polarizer and was
monitored on a fast oscilloscope (model 2430A, Tektronix, Inc.,
Beaverton, OR) interfaced to a compatible IBM PC computer
(Danbury, CT). All experiments were carried out at a temperature of
5OC maintained by a Techne RB-12 (Duxford, Cambridge) thermo-
stated bath.
The parallel and perpendicular (in relation to electric field direc-

tion) polarized components of EPL were detected simultaneously by
two photomultipliers (Hamamatsu R376; Bridgewater, NJ) forming a
T configuration with the nonpolarized exciting light. Thus, if the
direction of the electric field is parallel to the z-axis of the ordinary
cartesian coordinate system and the polarizers are set in direction
parallel to z and x-axes, the luminescence is viewed in the y-direction.
The sample was preilluminated by a nonpolarized light through a light
guide along the x-axis.
The polarization (p) of the electric field induced luminescence is

defined by:

p = VII - I XVII + I), (3)
where III and I1 refer to the parallel and perpendicular polarized
components of the electrophotoluminescence relative to the external
field direction (scheme 1).
The contribution of the perpendicular and parallel polarized compo-

nents of emissions from each element of the sphere is given by (Vos,
1990; Vos and van Gorkom, 1990):

III(0) = It(-1/2 sin2O[3 cos2(X- 1] + cos2a) (4a)

I,(O) = It(1/4 sin20[3 cos2a - 1] + 1/2 cos2at), (4b)

where a is the angle between the emission transition moment and the
normal to the membrane plane at each site of the emitter, 0 is the angle
between the radius vector to the site of the emitter and the radius
vector to the pole, and It is the total emission intensity per unit area.

For 0 = 00 the relationship between a and the polarizationp reduces
to

0.5 tg2a = (1 +p)/(l -p). (5)

SCHEME 1 The scheme describes the angular dependence of the
induced local electric field (Em) upon exposure to an external electric
field (Eex) in relation to the radial distribution of the light induced
charge separation (where the circles containing the "+" sign represent
the oxidized donors and the circles containing the "-" sign represent
the acceptors). The solid arrows in the membrane describe the
amplitude and direction of Em at different locations in the membrane.
The transition moment of emission (I) forms an angle a. with the
normal to the membrane plane (shown by a discontinuous line). IL and
III represent the perpendicular and parallel (relative to electric field
direction) polarized components of the transition moment of emission.
The decomposition of the transition moment into its polarized
components is shown for two different locations in the membrane
vesicle. It should be stressed that this scheme is only a two-dimensional
model (describing only specific situations), whereas the real three
dimensional situation for the components of polarization is given by
Eqs. 4, a and b.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Dependence of the initial polarization
of electrophotoluminescence on
electric field strength
The time dependent polarization of the EPL signal,
following its rise, was calculated for each time point
from the corresponding measured parallel and perpen-
dicular components of the EPL (Fig. 1 a and b). The
polarization was negative throughout the experiment
with a maximal absolute value, initially. Since, in the
initial rise phase of the EPL, the signal-to-noise ratio is
low, there exists some ambiguity with regard to the
polarization values of the very initial points in the EPL
rise curve, especially for the EPL recorded at low
electric field strength. The entire data points of the time

dependent polarization were best fitted by a sum of two
exponents. The initial values of polarization were ob-
tained from extrapolation of data points closest to the
initial part of the fitted curve. The initial polarizations,
measured at different external electric fields show inde-
pendence on the electric field strength (Fig. 2). This
finding differs from our previous observation (Farkas et
al., 1980) where the initial polarization was found to be
dependent on electric field strength in the range of
800-1,500 V/cm. This discrepancy is attributed to the
poor signal-to-noise obtained previously in the analysis
process, based on oscilloscope photographs of the EPL
traces rather than on analysis based on digitized data as

was done in this study. During the charging process the
induced electric field in the membrane increases from
zero, attains the critical threshold value for emission,
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FIGURE 1 Polarization characteristics of electrophotoluminescence
(EPL). EPL was measured from swollen thylakoids suspended in 5.5
mM Tris, 50 IuM TPB, pH = 5.5, and exposed to external electric field
of 1,400 V/cm. The electric field was applied 20 ms after the
termination of a 120 ms preillumination. (a) Time dependent traces of
the perpendicular (I±) and parallel (III) polarized components of the
EPL. The rectangular curve under the EPL traces is the shape of the
applied voltage pulse. (b) Time dependent polarization values (circles)
calculated from the polarized EPL components shown in a. The
polarization values are negative (expressed as -p). The solid curve
was obtained by fitting the data points to a sum of two exponents.

and continues to increase to a steady state value (Fig. 3).
The threshold of the induced electric field strength in
the vesicle will be established at first in the pole areas
and only later at areas away from the pole as can be
visualized from the theoretical curves, based on Eq. 1
(Fig. 3 a). Hence, we would expect to observe the initial
polarization to originate from the pole area. Further-
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FIGURE 2 Dependence of the initial values of polarization on exter-
nal electric field strength. The polarization values are negative
(expressed as -p). The initial polarization was calculated from the two
initial values of the parallel and perpendicular polarization compo-
nents of EPL measured at different electric fields. The solid line
represents a linear regression of the experimental points.

more, from the theoretical curves of Fig. 3 b we would
expect to obtain shortening of the lag time with the
increase of the applied electric field. These arguments
support the assumption that the initial polarization
reflects emission from the pole area (0 = 00). Thus, the
angle that the transition moment of emission forms with
the membrane can be calculated by inserting the value of
initial polarization in Eq. 5. An average initial polariza-
tion of -0.34 + 0.02 was obtained when applying
different external electric fields. The initial polarization
values were insensitive to a fivefold change in the
number of vesicles per unit volume, suggesting no
attenuation of the initial polarization due to possible
effects of static or dynamic light scattering. The obtained
average initial polarization of 0.34 + 0.02 yields an
average value of 63.7 + 0.40 for a. Thus, the transition
moment of emission forms an angle of 26.3 + 0.40 with
the plane of the membrane. This value is similar to the
value of 230 obtained by a different approach, based on
the simulation of the time course of the polarized com-
ponents of EPL (Vos, 1990; Vos and van Gorkom, 1990).

The dependence of the integrated
polarized components
electrophotoluminescence on
electric field strength
The dependence of the integrated parallel and perpen-
dicular components of PS I associated EPL (i.e., the
integrated luminescence under the parallel and perpen-
dicular EPL time curves) on the electric field strength
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FIGURE 3 Simulation of the charging kinetics. The values of the
transmembrane potential difference during the charging process were
calculated by Eq. 1, where Xm = 170 nS, XA = 200 pLS, R = 4 ,um, d = 50
nm, and Cm = 1 ,uF. The broken horizontal line (----) represents the
240 mV transmembrane potential difference threshold for emission.
(a) The charging kinetics at four different locations in a membrane
hemisphere defined by four different spatial angles (0): O (A ); 25° (B);
350 (C); 450 (D) when exposed to external electric field of 1,500 V/cm.
(b) The charging kinetics in the pole area (0 = 00) upon exposure to
three different external electric fields of: 1,600 V/cm (E); 1,200 V/cm
(F); 1,000 V/cm (G).

(Fig. 4) was measured by applying long enough electric
field pulses that finally lead to the total decay of the EPL
signal. The exposure to electric fields was restricted to
strength values <1,500 V/cm to avoid a significant
electroporation of the membrane (Rosemberg and Ko-
renstein, 1990a). The dependence of the measured
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FIGURE 4 Dependence of the integrated parallel and perpendicular
components of EPL on the external electric field strength (Eex). The
duration of exposure to the external electric field was 1 ms. Experimen-
tal data: open circles (-O-) connected by a solid line; simulation
based on model I, small points (.... ); simulation based on model II
dashed line (--- ); simulation based on model III, small dashed line
(---). (a) Simulation of the dependence of the integrated perpendicu-
lar component of EPL on electric field strength; (b) simulation of the
dependence of the integrated parallel component of EPL on electric
field strength.

maximal values of the unpolarized EPL (EPLI,,X) on

electric field strength is shown in Fig. 5.
The dependence of the integrated parallel and perpen-

dicular components of EPL on electric field strength was
calculated by three different models. The complexity of
the phenomenon forced us to some approximate assump-
tions. The basic assumptions in all three models are:

(a) EPL is emitted only from those regions on a

hemisphere where the induced local electric field in the
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FIGURE 5 The dependence of the peak amplitude of EPL (EPLm,,I,)
on external electric field. The peak values, given by circles (0), were
taken as the highest experimental values of the non-polarized EPL
traces at the different electric fields. The dependence of EPLIrn, on the
external electric field strength was fitted to a single exponent of the
type f(Eex) = A * e(KEeX+C). The experimental conditions are identical
to those in Fig. 1.

membrane has reached the apparent electric field thresh-
old for emission (Farkas et al., 1984).

(b) All precursors of emission are distributed evenly in
the membrane of the vesicle.
The region from which EPL is emitted (defined by a

limiting azimuthal angle) was calculated from Eq. 2 by
determining, for each electric field strength, a critical
angle, 0*, at which the induced local electric field is
equal to the threshold level for emission. The region
from which emission occurs is given by 0 < 0*.

In the first model (model I) we assume that the
membrane contains precursors of emission that share a

common electric field threshold of 4.8 x 105 V/cm
(corresponding to a transmembrane potential difference
of 240 mV) for emission (Farkas et al., 1984). Further-
more, we assume that during exposure to a long electric
field pulse, all precursors of emission are depleted from
those regions in the vesicle's hemisphere where the
induced local electric field is equal to or greater than the
electric field threshold for emission. The simulation of
the integrated intensity of the polarized components of
EPL starts by calculating from Eq. 2 the critical angle,
0*, for each value of electric field strength. The inte-
grated intensity emitted at a specified external electric
field strength, is calculated by integrating each of the
polarized emission components, Ip, (which represents
either I- orIII) over 0 < 0*. Hence,

integrated EPLpol = Ipol(O) dO, (6)

where III is given by Eq. 4 a, I, is given by Eq. 4 b, and It

in Eqs. 4a and b was taken as unity. The simulations of
the integrated parallel and perpendicular components
ofEPL (Fig. 4 a, curve I and Fig. 4 b, curve I, correspond-
ingly) clearly differ from the experimental data points.
The second model (model II) assumes the existence of

three populations of precursors, distributed with equal
density in the vesicular membrane and possessing three
different electric field thresholds for emission. Since
there exist four electron acceptors in the membrane,
(A1, the primary acceptor, and three consequent iron-
sulfur cluster acceptors Fx, FA, and FB (Murphy, 1986)),
we assume that reverse electron transfer to the primary
donor (P-700) from the three secondary acceptors is
associated with three corresponding different electric
field threshold levels for charge recombination. In addi-
tion, we assume that the values chosen for these thresh-
olds are multiples of the experimentally determined
threshold of model I, namely, induced electric fields of
4.8 x 105 V/cm, 9.6 x 105 V/cm and 1.4 x 106 V/cm
(corresponding to transmembrane potential difference
thresholds of 240, 480, and 720 mV). Since we assume

the existence of different threshold values, when increas-
ing electric field strength, we stimulate emission from
additional population of emitters located in the same

area from which emission is stimulated at a lower
electric field. In this case the integrated polarized
luminescence from a unit area defined by 0 is equal to
the sum of polarized emissions of the three different
populations. The integrated intensity emitted at a speci-
fied electric field strength is calculated by summing up
the three integrated polarized emission components.
Hence,

integrated EPLpol = fO I1,pOj(O)d0

+ I2,pO(O)dO + poI3l,()d0, (7)

where I#(0), I2(0), and I3(0) are emission intensities
(given by Eqs. 4a and b) corresponding to three emitter
populations and possessing three critical angles 0, 0,

and 03, which correspond to the three different thresh-
olds, at a specified external electric -field strength. The
dependence of the calculated integrated parallel and
perpendicular polarized components of EPL on Eex,
based on model II, are given by curves II in Fig. 5, a and
b, correspondingly. The calculated dependence clearly
does not fit the experimental data. The shape of the
calculated curves depends, of course, on the choice of
the threshold values. However, other values of threshold
that were tested did not improve the fit to the experimen-
tal data.
The third model (model III) assumes, as does model I,

the existence of a single population of emitters possess-
ing a single threshold value of 4.8 x 105 V/cm. The
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assumption here is that the total amount of EPL
originating from any single precursor depends on the
local electric field strength. This means that the ratio
between radiative and nonradiative processes, that take
place during charge recombination in the photosynthetic
membrane, changes with the strength of the externally
applied electric field. Since the induced local electric
field varies from point to point over the hemisphere, the
contribution of It, the total emission intensity per unit
area, will vary according to the local electric field. As a

starting point for this model we assume that the func-
tional dependence of It on Eex follows the experimental
dependence of the peak amplitude of EPL (EPLI,0) on

Eex. The experimental dependence of EPLI,I, on the
electric field strength is shown in Fig. 5. EPLI.,J was

found to depend exponentially on the external electric
field strength (Fig. 5). Thus, the integrated intensity
emitted at a specified electric field strength, is calculated
by integrating the polarized emission component, Ipo
(which represents either I, or II), over 0 < 0*. Hence,

integrated EPLol = JIl(o) dO, (8)

where III is given by Eq. 4 a, IL is given by Eq. 4b, and the
dependence of It on electric field strength (over the
range studied) was taken by fitting the data in Fig. 5,
yielding an approximate functional dependence of:

It:: e(Eex 0.0025 COS O0) (9)

The dependence of the simulated integrated parallel
and perpendicular polarized components of EPL on Eex,
based on model III, are given by curves III in Fig 5, a and
b, correspondingly. The simulated dependence ap-
proaches closely the experimental one. Thus, only model
III yields simulated curves, which are close to the
experimental data.

Time-dependent polarization
characteristics of
electrophotoluminescence at
different external electric fields
The dependence of the measured temporal polarization
characteristics of the EPL on electric field strength is
shown in Fig. 6, a, c, e. The time dependent polarization
of the EPL signal (Fig. 6, b, d, f ) was obtained, follow-
ing its rise, for each time point, from the corresponding
measured parallel and perpendicular components of
emission (Fig. 6, a, c, e). Though the initial polarization
was found to be field independent (Fig. 2) as was

discussed above, its decay was found to increase upon

raising electric field strength (Fig. 6, b,d, f). This is
particularly evident from the increase in the initial rate

of polarization decay upon elevating electric field strength
(e.g., the initial decay was 2,400 s-I at 800 V/cm, 3,600
s-i at 1,000 V/cm, 4,500 s-1 at 1,200 V/cm, and 6,600 s-1
at 1,400 V/cm). This observation can be explained
qualitatively by considering that the polarization of EPL
becomes smaller for emission which originates from
locations at a further distance from the pole area
(scheme 1). The time for the local field to reach the
threshold for emission in the pole area and in any other
location away from it decreases for stronger external
electric fields. Consequently, contributions from regions
far away from the pole will materialize sooner with
stronger external electric fields. Therefore, the polariza-
tion will decay faster at a higher electric field.
The simulation of the time dependent polarization

characteristics of EPL is based on a semi-empirical
approach. The polarization expected from any surface
unit, located at angle 0 (where the transition moment of
emission forms an angle of a = 640 with the normal to
the membrane plane) was calculated from the average
value of initial polarization by Eq. 4. Different points on
the hemisphere of a vesicle are assumed to reach
threshold of emission at different times due to the
angular dependence (cosO) of the induced electric field
(see Fig. 3 a). The rise of the stimulated emission
appears to lag behind the application of the external
electric pulse (Fig. 1). The dependence of the lag time
on electric field strength (Eex) was measured and is
shown in Fig. 7. The obtained dependence of the lag
time on the external electric field was fitted by the
following expression:

tlag = ae(-bEex/(Ecx+c)) (10)

where a = 1.36 1028, b = 63, and c = 27. This expression
enabled us to calculate the time needed to reach a

threshold level for emission at a given point on the
membrane hemisphere. The emission intensity of an

emitter at any location on the hemisphere, assumed to
depend on the strength of the induced electric field in
that location (model III), was calculated by Eq. 9. The
emission is assumed to start instantaneously after the
membrane potential reaches a threshold, to grow rapidly
to a maximum, and then decay exponentially. Again, a

simplifying assumption must be made, that the decay
rates of emission are obtained from the averaged experi-
mental data of the observed EPL decay, after it reached
its maximum (an average decay rate for different exter-
nal electric fields). The decay rate could then be fitted by
a single decay of the type of ae-kl, where for the
simulation we used the following average values: a =

4.45 and k = 0.021 ps-1. From this, the intensity of
emission at any particular time point is given by:

10(t) = e 0-0025Eexcos 4.45e-O21t (11)
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FIGURE 6 Time dependent polarization of electrophotoluminescence (EPL) at different external electric field strength. The perpendicular (1± )
and parallel (III) polarized emission components of EPL were measured simultaneously at different external electric field strength. The time
dependent polarized components of EPL are shown in a, c, and e. The corresponding calculated polarizations values (the polarization values are
negative, expressed as -p ) are shown as dots (.) in b, d, and f, respectively. The solid curves ( ) in b, d, and f represent the calculated
time-dependent polarization values from the semi-empirical model of polarization's decay based on model III. The calculation is based on using a
value of a = 640 and fitting the experimental data when the free parameter was the average radius of the swollen thylakoid population. The
experimental conditions are identical to those in Fig. 1.

It follows from the above assumptions that precursors
of emission, at a certain location in the membrane, are

not depleted promptly when the local electric field at
that location reaches the threshold level and that they
decay exponentially with time. The observed polariza-
tion (p), at any particular time, is therefore an average
one due to contributions of emissions associated with all
those precursors that are induced to emit in the area
enclosed by the critical angle, 0*, at that particular time.
Hence, the contribution of the different emitters to the
observed average polarization will be given both by their
intensity of emission (which depends on the local in-
duced electric field (see model III)) and by their
exponential decay with time. Based on the above assump-
tions the time dependent average polarization is calcu-
lated as the sum of the polarization values associated
with all angles 0i (i = O ... n, where 01 = 00 and On = 0* )
multiplied by the corresponding emission intensities Io

and divided by the sum of the corresponding intensities.
Thus,

n /

Paverage(t) = I (Poi IOi)/ Ioi.
i=1 i=1

(12)

Because of the size heterogeneity of the swollen thyla-
koid vesicles simulation was fitted to the experimental
data by choosing an average radius. The simulation of
the observed decay of polarization, at different electric
fields, is shown in Fig. 6, b, d, f. It can be seen from
Fig. 6 that the semi-empirical model, suggested for the
temporal polarization characteristics of EPL, gives a

good description of the experimental findings. These
results reflect the spatial propagation of the electric
field induced charge recombination from the pole area
towards the equator as a function of electric field
strength.
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FIGURE 7 Dependence of the lag time (tlag) on electric field strength
(Eex). The tlag was determined at different strengths of the electric field
(circles). Where no error bars are indicated the symbols are bigger than
the standard deviation. The data points were fitted by a function of the
type tlag = 1.36 * 1028 - e(-63Ecx/(Eex+27)). Other experimental conditions
were identical to those in Fig. 1.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The polarization characteristics of EPL result from an
electroselection process of intramembrane electron trans-
fer reactions associated with PS I, which proceed across
the membrane in a perpendicular direction to its plane.
Electroselection is driven by an induced electric field
which possesses both spatial and temporal characteris-
tics. Under stationary conditions we expect to produce
electroselection due to the spatial variation in amplitude
and direction of the induced local electric field at
different sites in the membrane hemisphere. Thus, if an
electrogenic process can occur only in a direction perpen-
dicular to the plane of a vesicular membrane, in the
inside to outside direction, exposure of a vesicle to a
homogeneous electric field will induce a chemical pro-
cess only in one hemisphere, where the local induced
electric field has a parallel component to an existing
electric dipole in the membrane. Furthermore, electro-
selection possesses a coupled temporal-spatial character
due to the charging process. Thus, when a threshold for
an electric field induced process exists, the reaction will
be induced by low electric fields first in the membrane
regions whose normal is aligned very closely to the field
direction (pole areas), and only with increasing field
strength will regions away from the poles be electrically
activated. The rate of the electroselection process,
viewed as a propagation of electric field induced charge
recombination from the pole area towards the equator,

increases with electric field strength. These electroselec-
tion patterns should be taken into consideration when
studying the effects of pulsed or oscillating external
electric fields on membrane proteins in organelles and
cells (Tsong and Astumian, 1987; Tsong 1989; Serpersu
and Tsong 1983, 1984; Blank and Soo, 1990; Liu et al.,
1990).
The dependence of the polarization characteristics of

EPL on electric field strength reveal structural informa-
tion on the orientation of the transition moment of PS I
associated emission with the plane of the membrane.
The transition moment of emission forms an angle of
26.3 + 0.40 with the plane of the membrane. The
molecular identity of the emitter is still unknown. After
electric field induced charge recombination, a singlet
excited state of the primary donor is created. The
electronically excited donor can either emit this light or
transfer it to the nearest antenna system associated with
it. In the latter case the antenna will be the source of
luminescence. Alternatively, one could assume energy
transfer from the antenna associated with the primary
donor to the antenna molecules of the light harvesting
complex. However, in this case, due to the multiple
orientations of the antenna molecules in the light
harvesting complex, the resultant emission should be
unpolarized. Thus, we may conclude that EPL emitters
are either the specified chlorophyll pairs of the primary
electron donor of PS I or a highly ordered PS I
associated pigment antenna system. Another conclusion
from this study is the suggestion that the ratio between
radiative and nonradiative processes, that take place
during charge recombination in the photosynthetic mem-
brane, increases exponentially with the strength of the
induced electric field. This could be due to the different
sensitivities of the three possible recombination paths to
the electric field recombinations that lead to the singlet
or triplet excited state or a recombination which leads
directly to the ground state.
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